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ON SPECTRAOF HAUSDORFFOPERATORS ON l\
JAMES A. DEDDENS1
Abstract. In this note we compute the spectra of all Hausdorff operators
on /+. We also compute the norm and point spectra of the adjoint. Our
technique uses standard operator theory and analytic function theory.

Several results concerning the norm and spectrum of Hausdorff matrices
on F+ have been obtained by B. E. Rhoades [6]. In this note we give an
alternate approach to these results on I2.. Our technique involves standard
operator theory and the use of analytic functions, and is in the spirit of the
classical paper on the subject [4]. That analytic functions play a key role in
the study of Hausdorff matrices has been previously noted [4]. We feel that
our approach is less computational and gives a better understanding of why
the spectrum is what it is.
We want to thank Professor B. E. Rhoades for several discussions regarding the contents of this note, and Professor A. Shields for pointing out the
relevance of [7] to our Theorem. Related results also appear in [9].
Let { u*}"=0 be a sequence of complex numbers, and let A be the forward
difference operator defined by Au,. = pk — pk+x, A"pk = A(An~'/x*)for k =
0, 1, 2, 3, . . . and n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . A Hausdorff matrix H is a matrix whose
entries are given by Hnk = ("k)à"~kpk if k < n and Hnk = 0 if k > n. A
Hausdorff operator is a bounded linear operator on l\ whose matrix with
respect to the usual basis is a Hausdorff matrix. Some of the well-known
Hausdorff operators and their generating sequences are: Cesàro, Ca, p„ =
T(a + l)r(zz + l)/T(n + a + 1); Holder, Ha, fi» = (n + l)""; Euler, (E, r),
u„ = a" where r = (1 - a)/a; Gamma, 1^, p„ = (a/(n + a))a; and Generalized Cesàro, C", u„ = T(a + a)T(n + a)/T(a)T(n + a + a). In all cases we
must have a > \.

The key fact needed to compute the norm and spectrum of a Hausdorff
operator is that every Hausdorff operator commutes with the Cesàro operator

C, of order 1 [3], [4]. A. Shields and L. Wallen [7] have shown that the
commutant of C, (denoted by C0 by Shields and Wallen) is exactly the set of
operators which are bounded analytic functions of the operator C,. Thus the
spectral theorem can then be used to compute the spectrum [2]. It is also
known [5] that C, is a subnormal operator with a cyclic vector, and hence [8]
each Hausdorff operator is subnormal. But subnormal operators satisfy:
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norm equals spectral radius [2]. Thus the norm of a Hausdorff operator is
merely the maximum of the moduli of the elements in its spectrum. Since the
adjoint of C, has an open disk of eigenvalues [5], the adjoint of every
Hausdorff operator, being a function of C*, also has a nonempty open set of
eigenvalues (compare this with Theorem 3 in [6]). We summarize these results
in the following theorem:
Theorem. If H is a
analytic function \p on
H = 4>(CX).Then \p(E)
point spectrum ap(H*)

Hausdorff operator on l\ then there exists a bounded
E = (z G C: |z — 1| < 1}, with \p(l) = 1, such that
is a nonempty open set, a(H) = closure \b(E), and the
contains the set $(E)~ where ' denotes complex

conjugation. Finally \\H\\ = sup{|X|: X G \p(E)}.
Thus the only difficulty in computing the norm and spectrum of a Hausdorff operator H is in determining the bounded analytic function that yields
H. Actually this turns out to be quite simple: by considering the matrices for
H and \p(Cx) one establishes that u„ = ii(\/(n + 1)). This determines xp as
long as jU(i/2)_i is analytic at 0. Namely \p(z) = U(i/Z)_i. We now proceed to
carry out this calculation for the above-mentioned Hausdorff operators.
Cesàro operator,
C„, here ^a(z) = T(a + l)r(l/z)/T(l/z
+ a). So
a(Ca) = closure \pa(E) and, it is clear that

IICJI= sup{|A|:X E UE)} = *„(2) = T(a + l)r(±)/l>
Holder

operator,

Ha, here \pa(z) = za. So

o(Ha) = {z«: |* - 1| < 1}
Euler operator,

+ 1/2).

and

\\HJ - ^,(2) = 2".

(E, r), here \pr(z) = a(l/z)~l. So

o((E, r)) = [/'A)"1:

|z - 1| < 1} = {z: \z\ < (1 + r)l/2}.

Hence \\(E, r)\\ = (1 + r)l/2. This case was previously studied in [1].

Gamma operator, r¡¡, here

«M-io/'-»+<>/']"•-(i+(r-nj
So

»«'-{(tt^Í^-'K'I
and

O

«(*/(a-1/2))".

In case a = 1, then t|>Jis a linear fractional transformation, and hence takes
circles to circles. Hence o-(r¿) is a closed disk, in fact

°<r:>-H*-5rhl<2^7}
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This explains Theorem 4 in [6] and the remarks preceding it. In fact, this is
about the only time when a(H) is a closed disk.

Generalized

Cesàro operator,

C", here

W(z) = T(a + a)Y(\/z - 1 + a)/T(a)T(l/z

- 1 + a + a).

So again o(C?) = closure 4>?(E) and it is easily seen that ||Ca"|| = ^"(2) =

T(a + a)T(a - l/2)/r(a)l\a

+ a + 1/2).
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